We support retail

RS 1000 Money Scale
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One for everything. One for everyone.
A device for banknotes and coins.
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We support retail

For every buiness sector

RS 1000 Money Scale

ts:
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Banks | Supermarkets | Petrol stations | Bakeries | Pharmacies | Hotels | Restaurants | Retail stores and a lot more
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One for everything.
The RS 1000 counts banknotes and coins.
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Adjustable display with background light and self-explanatory operation guidance.

Float function:
The Money Scale can be set up for any
desired float amount. The value is automatically deducted from the cash
balance, showing only the actual revenues on the display.

Can be individually adjusted
for coupons, tokens, letters
or gift coupons.

Cashing-up in just one minute!

RS 1000
Money Scale
The daily manual cashing-up of a shop requires valuable labour
time. The RS 1000 Money Scale carries out a cashing-up in only
one minute. The device is mobile and, due to its adjustable display, the counting procedure can be done either standing up or
sitting. The Money Scale is easy to use because of the self-explanatory instructions. When the auto- add and auto-continue
functions are activated, the RS 1000 sums up automatically every result from 1 cent to 500 euros into a total amount. This means
that no specific buttons have to be selected during the entire

counting procedure. The subtotals are added automatically into
a total sum. If desired, the float amount can be directly deducted
from the revenues. The connection to a receipt printer allows a
clear print-out of the cashing-up.
The separate software can save various results into different
files and summarise them into a total report. The counting of
banknotes and coins can be additionally set up, amongst others,
for other currencies.

1 minute!

We support retail

Technical data
Functions

RS 1000

Counts sorted banknotes and coins
Currencies

Euro, British pound, Swiss franc, other currencies optional

Sort of money

banknotes, coins

Auto-add function (automatic addition)
Auto-continue function
(automatic run of each denomination
from 1 cent to 500 euros)

Weight function for letters
Float function
PC interface

/ USB cable

Operation

Battery and network

Options

RS 1000 Software, receipt printer

Measurements (l x w x h in mm)

190 x 129 x 108

Weight in kg

0,6

Money Scale RS 1000 software
•
•
•
•

Allows to save, open and print the cashing-ups
Summarises diverse bills into general reports
Exports the cashing-up to external spreadsheets
Programmes up to three different currencies
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Counting function for non-cash receipts:
e.g. coupons, tokens, letters, gift coupons, etc.

